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INTRODUCHON 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to prove that plurigenera are deformation invariants, provided 
that the minimal model conjectures are true. The minimal model conjecture is one of the most 
important problems in the classification theory of algebraic varieties. For any algebraic 
surface S with non-negative Kodaira dimension, there exists only one nonsingular minimal 
model which is birationally equivalent to S. 
On the other hand, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM (Iitaka [3]). Plurigenera of compact complex surfaces are invariant under 
smooth holomorphic deformations. 
In this paper, we see that if the minimal model conjectures are true, then the invariance of 
plurigenera of algebraic varieties under smooth projective deformation is derived. In 
particular, we have a different proof of the invariance of algebraic surfaces under smooth 
projective deformation. 
Furthermore we can derive the following lower semi-continuity of plurigenera from the 
minimal model conjectures. 
Lower semi-continuity of plurigenera 
Let f: X -+ C be a proper surjective morphism from a nonsingular algebraic variety X onto a 
nonsingular curve C. If ~~is,~~i = (X0),,, = (f -’ (O)),,, for some point 0 EC, then 
z:(ie,) P, (l-i) S Pm (X0 for m L 1, 
where P, denotes the m-genus and X, a generic fiber of5 
In Section 1, we shall prove key lemmas, in Section 2, we shall study some stability of semi- 
ampleness of canonical divisor, and in Section 3, the minimal model conjectures will be 
explained and we shall see how to derive the invariance of plurigenera from the minimal 
model conjectures. In Section 4, we shall prove the invariance of plurigenera of algebraic 
surfaces without any assumption, 
Techniques and arguments in this paper are first explored by Kawamata [6], [7], and 
J. Koll& [ll]. The ground field is always assumed to be the complex number field C. 
The author would like to thank Professor S. Iitaka and Professor Y. Kawamata for 
invaluable advices. 
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NOTATION 
(0.1) Let x:X + S be a proper surjective morphism between algebraic varieties. Then there 
is the following natural intersection pairing: 
(.):Pic(X)xG+Z, 
where G is the free abelian group generated by curves on X which are mapped to points byfi 
If L, and L2 E Pit(X), then L, is n-numerically equivalent to Lz and write L, z L2 if 
(L, .z) = (L2 .z) for any z E G. Similarly, if zi and z2 E G, then zi is rr-numerically equivalent to 
z2 and write z1 E z2 if (L.z,) = (L.z,) for any LEPic (X). 
We define N’ (X/S):= (Pic(X)/z)@,w. 
N1 (X/S):= (G/%))O,R. 
Then N’ (X/S) and N, (X/S) are finitie-dimensional and dual to each other by the intersection 
( . ). We define p(XjS) to be dim,N’ (X/S) which is called the Picard number of X/S. 
Furthermore we considerNE(X/S):= the closure (in the usual topology) of the convex 
cone in N, (X/S) generated by effective l-cycles in N, (X/S). An element DE N’(X/S) is called 
f_neJ if D 2 0 on =(X/S). If S = C, we denote N’(X) = N’(X/C), N, (X) = N, (X/C), 
NE(X) = =(X/C), p(X) = p(X/C), and an element DE N’(X) is called neJ if D 2 0 on 
NE(X). 
(0.2) Let X be a normal algebraic variety. For a coherent fij,-Module F, we set F’ 
= Homox(F, Cx) and F^ = F”. f is reflexive if and only if F ^ = F. If F is a reflexive sheaf of 
rank 1, we denote (F@“)^ by FL”]. If F and G are reflexive of rank 1, then we define the 
multiplication by (F @ G) -. Therefore the set of reflexive sheaves ofrank 1 has the structure of 
abelian group. 
We denote Z’(X):= the group of Weil divisors on X, 
Div (X): = the group of Cartier divisors on X. 
IfDEZ’(X),thesheafC,(D): = i,6,YEs(DlX,,,) is a reflexive sheaf of rank 1, where Xreg 
denotes the regular part of X and i: X,,, -+ X is the inclusion. On the other hand, if F is a 
reflexive sheaf of rank 1, then f( X,,,is invertible: hence it defines a Weil divisor class on Xreg. 
Therefore F defines a Weil divisor class on X. Thus there is one to one correspondence 
between the Weil divisor class group and the group of reflexive sheaves of rank 1. 
The Weil divisor class corresponding to wx: = (!2, dim x)-is denoted by K,, which is called 
the canonical divisor class. Here the sheaf Cx(K,) = ~,~is the (- dim X)-th cohomology sheaf 
of the dualizing complex wx of X. 
A Q-dioisor is an element D E Z’ (X)@S. Let D = C aiDi be a Q-divisor, where the ai EQ 
and the Di are components of D. We define 
‘D’ : = hi’ Di, 
[D] : = ~ [a;] Di, 
{D}:= Z{a,> Di, 
where ‘ai’, [ai], (ai} are defined as follows. 
ForrEW,[r]:=max{tEZ;tIr), 
‘r’:= {tE 22; t 1 r}, 
{r) : = r - [r]. 
For a Q-divisor D, if D E Div (X)@Q, then D is called Q-Carrier. If K, is @Cartier, then X 
is called a Q-Gorenstein variety. If any Weil divisors are @Cartier, X is called Q-facrorial. For 
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a 9-Gorenstein variety X, the smallest positive integer r such that rK, is Cartier is called the 
index of X. denoted by index(X). Let X be a normal Q-Gorenstein variety. For some (any) 
resolution d:Y + X, if K, = d*K, + ZaiEi, where CEi is a normal crossing d-exceptional 
divisor, then the singularity of X is called terminal, canonical or log-terminal according 
as ai > 0, ai 1 0 or oi > - 1, for all i, (see [14] and [6]). For a normal Q-Gorenstein variety 
X and AE Div(X)@Q such that [A] = 0, (X, A) is called log-terminal if for some (any) 
resolution d: Y + X, we have K, = d* (K, + A) + Z UiDi, where C Di is the d-exceptional 
divisor and ai > - 1 for all i. 
(0.3) Let X be a complete algebraic variety. The numerical Kodaira dimension for a nef 
Cartier divisor D is defined by v(D) : = max {d (Dd 8 Oi, that is also denoted by K,,~(D). If D is 
a Cartier divisor, then D-dimension K(D) is defined as follows: 
K(D)= - 
i 
30, if HO(X, cx(mD)) = 0 for any m 1 1, 
max {dim a,,,(X) where lrnD/ # 01, otherwise. 
Here OD,, denotes the rational map associated with ImDI. 
If D is a nef Cartier divisor then x(D) 5 v(D). If x(D) = v(D), D is called good. If 
ri(D) = dim X or v(D) = dim X, then x(D) = V(D) = dim X. and D is called big. 
Following vanishing theorem due to Kawamata [j] and Viehweg [20] is very useful. 
Let X be a nonsingular projective algebraic variety, and let A be a nefand big@divisor on X 
such that Supp {A] has only normal crossings. 
Then H’(X, F,(K,y+‘A’)) = 0, for anJ i > 0. 
(0.4) Letf: X -+ S be a proper surjective morphism from a normal algebraic variety X onto 
an algebraic variety S. A Cartier divisor D is called f-free iff * f, F,(D) + 0,y(D) is surjective. 
If the image L of the above homomorphism is invertible, then L is f-free and is called thef->ee 
part of D and D - L is called thef-fixed part of D. If mD is f-free for some positive integer m, 
then D is called f-semi-ample, 
$1. LEMiMAS 
(1.1) LEMMA 1. Ler X be a normal variety with only log-terminal singularities, and X0 an 
eflective Cartier divisor on X. Letting X0 = Ca,D, be the irreducible decomposition, we set D 
= Zta, = ,, Di, which is a reduced Weil divisor on X. The normalization of D is denoted by G: X, 
+ D c X0. Then, for each integer m 2 1, there exists a natural injection 
$,:G* cx, (mK,y,) --, px (mK,y + mX0)O cx, 
which is isomorphic at generic points of D. 
Proof. We begin by constructing $,,, locally. Replacing X by its open subset, we have 
a nowhere vanishing section s of C,y(rK,+ rX,), where r = index(X). Then s defines an 
c,r-algebra structure on 
I- 1 
@ C,y( - iK,r - iXo) 
i=O 
By this we construct cyclic coverings 
r-l 
x:Y:= Spec @ c,y(-iK,-iXo) -+X and no:Yo =Y xxXo+Xo. 
i=O 
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Then X0 is Cohen-Macaulay and Y,, is Gorenstein. Moreover Y, is reduced over the 
generic points of D. Actually, X is log-terminal and hence Cohen-Macaulay. Since X0 is a 
Cartier divisor of X, X0 is Cohen-Macaulay. Similarly, since Y is rational Gorenstein (see 
Kawamata [6, Proposition 1.7]), Ye is also Gorenstein. On the other hand, rr is &ale in 
codimension 1. This implies that Y,, is regular at the points over the generic points of D. 
Let A be the maximal reduced Weil divisor of Y whose generic points are mapped to D. 
The normalization of A is denoted by r: Y, + A c Y,. By duality for T, we have 
homomorphisms 
a:5*oy, + wy ” 
and T*(a):5*5*oy,-+ T*Oyo. 
Since or, is invertible, the double dual of T*(a) coincides with 
b : WY, -+ r * oyo. 
From this, for every k 2 1, we have 
fi@k@id:@(k+‘)+ T*(+?~)@o 0 Y,’ 
Since the last sheaf is reflexive, the above homomorphism induces 
OY, 
Ck+‘l + T.* 
(~~“K3%, . 
Applying r* to the above, we have 
7 * wK+lJ+ 5*(5* (coy)@q). 
By projection formula, the last sheaf is written as wz@r*oy,. Combining this with 
cL:r*oy -+ WYO’ 
we obtain a homomorphism 
(pk+I:~*o~~+‘~-,w~‘~+‘) (k 2 1). 
Further, letting cpt = a, we finally have 
cpm:7*fl$' , -9 02" for m 2 1. 
Applying q,* to (P,,,, we get 
no* ((Pm):~o*7*~~'--,710*(~~m). 
Since Y1 is normal, x0. T factors through rtl : Y1 + Xl, i.e. 0. ~1 = x0.5. 
For rtl, there is an open subset U (resp. V) ofY, (resp. X,) such that U = n;’ (V) where U 
and Vare nonsingular, codim (Y, - U) 2 2, and codim (X, - V) 2 2. Then by ramification 
formula, we have a homomorphism 
On the other hand, we have isomorphisms: 
n: oFI\ U z n: (w$?-), ocl[ CJ 2 ,prn, and 
c9p1 z j, I$?~, 
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where j: U -+ Y, is the inclusion. 
Thus we obtain 
So we have 
(*) ~*~i*~? 0 ‘X:1 + b*nl*Wy, Cm’ = 7r0*5*w~l. 
On the other hand, by a natural exact sequence 
0 -+ ~r(mK,+ (m - l)Y,) + ~r(mKr+mYe) + Op+ 0, 
we have (n, d,(mX,+ mYe))@ cx, z no* (w?). Since n is &ale in codimension 1, it follows 
that 
n*pr(mKr+mYe) = (O,(mK,+mX,)@n,~r)- 
I- 1 
Therefore 
= i$30 (C,(mK,+mX,)@C,(-iK,-iXo))-. 
(**) 
= i$30 (8,(mK,+mXO)06.~(-iK,-iX0))-O0,0. 
Put G = Gal (Y/X) r Z/r& which acts also on Ye. From (*) and (**), we obtain a G-linear 
homomorphism 
I- 1 
y : 6*7r1 *n: o$y -+ ,Fo (~,~(mK,+mXo)O~.~(-iKx-iXo))^O cx,,. 
Considering the G-invariant part of 7, we have 
$ ,:a,ofLm,l+ Cx(mK,+mXo)@ GxO 
Finally we have to show that these $, constructed for open subsets covering X0 can be 
patched. 
Let W,, W, be open subsets of X and s,, s2 be nowhere vanishing sections of 6,(rK, 
+rX,) over W,, W2, respectively. Then on an open subset W:= W, n W,, we have 
E E F( W, 6;) such that si = s‘s2. Hence, if Ti is a canonical covering associated with si, i = 1, 
2, respectively over W, we take an &ale covering 2.: W’ --* W such that T, x w W’ 2 T, 
x w W’. Therefore, for two induced homomorphisms 
i+!&:~*w~l-+ P,(mK,+mXo)@OxO i = 1,2 on W, 
we obtain E.* ($,!,) = 1* (I,!&. Thus, I+$!, = $i, since E. is faithfully flat. Therefore we obtain the 
homomorphism $, globally, which is the required one. Q.E.D. 
(1.2) There is a result about the higher direct images of the canonical sheaves due to 
J. Kolldr. 
THEOREM 2. ([I 11) Let X be a nonsingular algebraic variety, S an algebraic variety and 
let f: X + S be a proper surjective morphism. Then R’f, 0, (K,) is torsion free for i 1 0. 
Remark. If dim S = 1, it was proved by Du Bois and Jarraud [0] or by Steenbrink [IS]. 
We formulate the following two useful applications of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X be an algebraic variety with only log-terminal singularities, S an 
algebraic variety and let f: X + S be a proper surjective morphism. If K, is f-semi-ample, then 
for i 2 0 and v 2 1, R’f, P,(vK,) is torsionfree. 
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Proof. We may assume that S is affine. We choose / 2 1 such that e, (IK,) E Pic( X) and 
f* f, C,(IK,) -+ F,(IK,) is surjective. There exists an ample divisor A on S such that 
f, c,(lK,)@e,(lA) is generated by global sections. Then IK,y+ rf* A is base point free, 
Take a general section SE Ho (X, F,V(IK, + lf’ A)). Then s defines an c,-algebra structure 
on 
l-l 
@ ~,v(-iK.)@~,y (-if*4 
i=O 
which determines a cyclic covering 
/-I 
$Jo Cy (-iK,)@F‘, (-if*A) 
By Lemma 7.7 of Kawamata [7], Y has only rational Gorenstein singularities. By duality 
r 0 Homcx((rX(-iKx-if*A), c’x(K,)) 
i= 1 
1-I 
2 @ px((l+i)Kx+if*A). 
i=O 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2, R’f, (7rL*cy(Ky)) is torsion free for each i >= 0. By (*), 
we see that for i 2 0, 1 s j s I, R’f, c,u (jK,) is torsion free. However since we can take 1 
arbitrarily large, we conclude R’f, f,Y (vKJ is torsion free for any i >= 0 and v 2 1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Let f: X + S be a proper surjective morphism, where X is a nonsingular 
algebraic variety and S is an algebraic variety. If A is an f-semi-ample Q-divisor such that Supp 
{Aj has only normal crossings, then R’f, (rX(Kx+‘A’) is torsion free for every i 2_ 0. 
Proof: We may assume that S is affine. By taking a Kawamata Cover (see [4, Theorem 171 
and [7, Lemma 3.11) z:Z --) X such that Z is nonsingular, x*A is Cartier, and Fx(Kx+‘A’) 
z (K+C~(K~+~C*A))‘, where G = Gal (Z/X), we may assume that A is Cartier. Since A is 
f-semi-ample, the natural homomorphism f *f,Fx(mA) 4 cl,(mA) is surjective for some 
integer m 2 1. There is some ample divisor H on S such that f, 6, (mA) @ E5 (mH) is generated 
by global sections and hence mA + mf *H is base point free. Choose a general section 
t E H’(X, F,T (mA + mf *H)). Then div(t) is nonsingular. Take a cyclic covering p:Y + X 
associated to t. Then Y is nonsingular and 
m-l 
P*C,,(K,) = @ c,Y(K,+iA+if*H). 
i=O 
By Theorem 2, R’ cf. P)* C,(K,) is torsion free for i 2 0. Therefore R’ f, C,(K,+ jA) is 
torsion free for i 2 0 and 0 =< j 5 m - 1. Put j = 1, we obtain the results. Q.E.D 
$2. SEMI-AMPLENESS THEOREM 
(2.1) The following Theorem is a relative version of Theorem 6.1 of Kawamata [7]. 
THEOREM 5. Letf: X -+ S be a proper surjective morphism between algebraic varieties, and 
let A be an effective Q-divisor. Assume that (X, A) is log-terminal. If H is a Q-Cartier divisor on 
X such that 
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(1) H isf-nef, 
(2) H - (K, + A) isf-nefand H - (K,Y + A)lX, is nefand good, wheie X, = f - ’ (t) is a general 
fiber of i 
(3) for some inreger a > 1, aH-(K,+A))X, is nef and good and K(uH-(K,+A)IX,) = 
K(H-W~+A)lX,), 
then H is f-semi-ample. 
LEMMA 6. Let f : X + S be a proper surjecrive morphism from a normal algebraic variety X 
onto an algebraic variety S. Let D be an f-nef Q-Cartier divisor and assume that D 1 X, is nef and 
good, for a general fiber X,. Then there exists a commutative diagram of algebraic varieties 
x+J-Y 
which satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) Y and Z are nonsingular and projective over S. 
(2) p is a birational morphism and h is a surjective morphism wirh connected fibers. 
(3) There is a g-nefQ-divisor D, on Z such that D, 1 Z, is nef and big and p* D wQ h* D,, (for 
definition, see below). 
Furthermore, let D’ be another Q-divisor on X which is f-nef. Assume that v(D + D’IX,) 
= v(D 1 X,) and K(D + D’ 1 X,) 2 0, for a generalfiber X,. Then the following condition (4) is also 
satisfied. 
(4) There is a Q-divisor Db on Z such that 
p*D’ -,h*Db. 
Here - Q denotes the Q-linear equivalence relation, i.e. 
D- .Oo D = 0 in Pic(X)@Q. 
Proof of Lemma 6. (see the proof of Proposition 2.1 of Kawamata [7]). 
Fix a positive integer m such that mD is Cartier and such that the homomorphism 
f * f,ox(rnD) + Px(rnD) gives rise to a rational mapping 
cp:X..+Z, c P(f,cx(mD)) 
over S with dim Z, = K(DIX,) + dim S. By the Stein factorization, resolution of singularities, 
a flattening of a morphism, and by a normalization, we obtain the following commutative 
diagram: 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) All the varieties except for X are projective over S. 
(2) Yt, Y, Z1, and Z are nonsingular, and Y, is normal. 
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(3) po, pl, ,u2, p3 and ILL are birational morphisms, h,, h2, h,, and h are surjective morphisms 
with connected fibers, and no is a generically finite surjective morphism. 
(4) h2 is flat, p2 is finite, and h, is equi-dimensional. 
(5) If fi = pz ‘pi ‘,uo, then we have ji* (mD) = L + F where L is relatively base point free over 
S and F is the relatively fixed effective Cartier divisor on Y3. 
(6) L = hf TC:TC~ LO for a go-ample divisor Lo on Z,. 
If we consider the diagram restricted to a general fiber X,, then this is a diagram discussed 
in Kawamata [7, Proposition 2.11. From his argument, we see that no irreducible 
components of F are mapped onto Z by h,. 
We may assume that d = dim X, e = dim Z, and d-e 2 1. Let E be the maximal Q- 
divisor on Z such that 0 5 hf E 2 F in Div (Y,)@Q. We shall prove that hfE = F. Thus we 
may assume that S is affine. 
Let A and B be relatively very ample divisors on Y, and Z, respectively, and we take 
general members Ai, . . . , YI~_,_~EIAI and B,,. . . , B,_,EIBI. 
e-l d-e- 1 
We set C = n Bj and V= n Aj f-J&l (C). 
j=l j= 1 
Then C is a nonsingular curve projective over S and Vis a normal surface projective over 
S. The induced morphism h, I V: V + C is surjective having connected fibers. For a general 
fiber I of h, 1 V, we have L 1 r z F I r z 0. Further, LI r’ z 0 for an arbitrary curve I’ on V 
such that h, (I-‘) is a point on C. Since (L + F)I Vis h, I V-nef and F) Vis effective, we conclude 
that (h, I V)*E = FI V and hfE = F, from the fact that h, is equi-dimensional. Therefore 
mfi*D - L+ F = h: (nfn,*L, + E), 
mp*D - h*(x:n,*L, + E), 
where ,U = po.pl ‘p2.,u3. Thus the first statement is verified. 
By Kawamata [7, Proposition 2.31, we see that for a general fiber r of h, we have 
c*D'lr z 0. 
We have also ji*D I r % 0. 
Since K(D + D’IX,) 2 0, D + D’ is nef, we deduce that there is a Q-Cartier divisor L1 on Z 
such that 
j-i* (D + D’) -&L, 
by the same argument as above. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 





1 / 1 h 9 
s-------z 
which satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) Y and Z are nonsingular and projective over S. 
(2) p is a birational morphism and h is a surjective morphism with connected fibers. 
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(3) There is a g-nef Q-divisor .\I,, on Z such that Me 1 Z, is nef and big, where Z, is a general 
fiber of g, and 
(4) There is a g-nef Q-divisor Ho on Z such that 
p*(H) “oh*&. 
We may assume that Ho and H are Cartier. Since M,, is g-nef and nef and big on a general 
fiber Z,, we take an effective Q-divisor M, on Z such that 
Me - 6M, is g-ample for 0 < 6 4 1,6 EQ. 
If dim S = 0, then Theorem 5 is just Theorem 6.1 of Kawamata [7]. 
Therefore HIX, is semi-ample. Hence there is a positive integer p1 such that 
f, O,(p,mH) is not zero for m $0. 
Since p* O,(H) z h* B,(H,) and h has connected fibers, we have natural isomorphisms 
f, Cx(mH) gf*p* &(mp*H) 2 g* 0,(mH,-,), for all integers tn. 
Let A(m) denote the relative base locus of ] mH 1 over S which is Supp Coker (f*f*G,(mH) 
-+ 0,(mH)), iff,Q,y (mH) # 0 for a positive integer m. We have to show that A(m) = 0 for 
some m. We fix a positive number b, with A(pl b,) # 0. By blowing up, we may assume that 
the following conditions are also satisfied. 




(6) K,= p*(Kx+A)+ c aiFi with ai > - 1. 
iel 
(7) h*Ml = C b,Fi with bi 2 0. 
ieI 
where L is the f. p-free part and Xri FL is the f. p-fixed part of p*(pi b, H). 
We note that A(plbl) = p( U,,+oFi). We set 
c = min 
ai + 1 - 6bi 
, 
ri 
If 6 is small enough, then c > 0. 
Let 1, = {iEI; a,+ l-66, = cri}. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [7], if we replace S by its open affine subset andY by its 
blowing up, we choose a member 
for a positive integer q with q( M,, - 6.Li,) E Div(Z) so that the following conditions (91 (10) 
are also satisfied. 
(9) h*M2 = 1 si Fi with si 2 0. 
iel 
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We set 
c’ = min 
a, + 1 - db, 
ier ri + d’si 
1; = {iel; ai+ 1 -6bi = c’(ri+6’s,):, 
A = c ( - c’ a, - 6bi) Fi, 
iEl-1; 
B= c Fi, 
iE ICC 
(10) h: B -) h(B) induces surjective morphisms from any nonempty intersection of Fi i E Zb 
onto h(B), where h(B) is irreducible. 
We consider a Q-divisor on Y. 
N =m,u*H+A-B-K, 
-&L+(m-(p,b,c’+l))h*HO+(l -c’6’q)h*(&-dM1), 
for positive integers m with 
m 2 c’p, b, + 1. 
Then N isf-semi-ample. Thus by Corollary 4, 
R1 ( f p), 6, (mp* H -I-~ A’ - B) is torsion free. 
Sincef.@) is proper subset of S (if 6 + b, is chosen small + large enough), 
is injective. 
Hence f*p* C,.(mp*H +rA’) -f*p, G,(mp*H +‘A’ I B) is surjective. 
On the other hand, fl B,: B, -+ h(B),, p*HI B,, A( B, satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 
5.1 of Kawamata [7], where B, is a general fiber of B -, gh(B). Therefore there is a positive 
integer p2 such that f*,u*B,(pzmp*H +‘A’) # 0 for m 9 0. Since PITA’ = 0, we have an 
isomorphism 
LP* G(mp*H + ‘A’) 2 f, c, (mH). 
Combining the above, we obtain p(B) $ A(p,m) for mB0. Thus A(plblp2b2) 2 A(pIb,) 
for some positive integer b2. Therefore there is a positive integer m such that A(m) = 0. 
Q.E.D 
(2.2) Applying Theorem 5 for H = 2K, and A = 0, we obtain 
COROLLARY 7. Let$ X + S be a proper surjective morphismfkom an algebraic cariery X 
with only canonical singularities onto an algebraic L;ariety S such that K, is f-nef and Kxx is 
semi-ample for a general fiber X, off: Then K, is f-semi-ample. 
Especially the P,-algebra @(,,, >-c) * x f 0 (mK,) is finitely generated. Let Z = 
Proj~~((Ot,,, L 0) f, cx (mK,)l and let $1 X + Z, 7~: Z ---* S be induced morphisms such that f 
= rt. I). If K(X,) = dim X,, then $ is a birational morphism, 2 has only canonical 
singularities, K, = $*K,, and K, is n-ample. Furthermore index(X) = index(Z). In the 
special case where X is a smooth threefold, S is a smooth curve, and wherefis semi-stable, it 
was proved by Shepherd-Barron [17]. 
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(2.3) On the other hand, we derive the following theorem from Corollary 3. 
THEOREM 8. Letf X + C be a proper surjectice morphismfrom an algebraic zjariety X with 
only canonical singularities onto a smooth curce C such that K, is f-semi-ample. Wejix a point 
OECand let X0 =f-‘(0) = x f1 5 i 4 p)ai l-i be the irreducible decomposition of thefiber and put 
I = {i; ai = 11. Then x(ie,I P,(Ti) 5 P,(X,)for any m 2 1, where X, is a generalfiber and I’,,, 
denotes the m-genus. 
Proof: First of all by Lemma 1, we have 
z(i,r,Pm(Fi) 5 hO(Xo, c:x @Rx)@ cx,,). 
On the other hand, Rij;6,(mK,) is locally free for all i 2 0, m 2 1 by Corollary 3. Since 
8,(mK,) is flat over C, we obtain 
R’j;@,(mK,)@k(O) 2 H ‘(X0, ol,(mK,)@ cx,). 
where k(0) is the residue field at 0. Combining the two results, we have 
c(j,,)pm(ri) 5 pm(xt). Q.E.D. 
3. THE MINKMAL MODEL CONJECTURES 
(3.1) We recall the cone theorem for a projective surjective morphism f: X + S. 
THEOREM 9. (Kawamata [6], [9], and Kollar [12]). Letf: X + S be a projective surjectiue 
morphism from a normal Q-Gorenstein algebraic tlariety X onto an algebraic variety S and let A 
be an effective Q-Carrier divisor on X such that (X, A) is log-terminal. Then 
(1) If K, is not f-nef then 
NE(XIS) = NEkx+,(X/S)+CW+C1il 
where NE Kx+d(X/S):= {rENE(X/S);r.(Kx+A) 2 O},the~+ [li] isthehalflinethrough 
the irreducible curve Ii EN, (X/S), xR+ [li] is locally finite, and the IW+ [li] satisfy the 
following properties: 
(1) if Fr + F2 E Iw + [Ii] and rl, r2 E NE (X/S), then rI, r2 E R + [li]. 
(ii) ((K,+ A). /i) < 0. 
Such R + [Ii] is called an extremal ray with respect to (X, A). 
(2) For any extremal ray R = W+ [li] in (l), we can take a Q-Cartier nef divisor H such that 
{I- E NE (X/Z); H. r = 0} = R. Furthermore such an H is f-semi-ample, and the associated 
morphism cp = arnH: X -+ Z(m >> 0) ouer S has the following properties: 
(a) Z is normal projective and - K, is q-ample. 
(b) For a curue C on X, 
q(C) = pointoCER 
and hence cp is independent of H. 
(c) image(cp*:Pic(Z)~Pic(X))=(DEPic(X);D.r=OforallTER}. 
(d) The following dual sequences are exact: 
0 -+ NI (X/Z) -+ N, (X/S) -+ IV, (Z/S) --+ 0 
O+N’(X/Z)+N’(X/S)+N’(Z/S) -0. 
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In parficular, p (X/S) = p( Z/S) + 1. This morphism cp is called the contraction morphism of R, 
denoted by contR. 
From the above Theorem 9, we have to study this cant,. We assume that A = 0 and X has 
only Q-factorial terminal singularities. In this case, the type of cent,: X + Z is one of the 
following (See Kawamata [6, (5.B)]): 
0) dim X > dim Z and cent, has connected fibers. 
(ii) cant, is a birational morphism not isomorphic in codimension 1. 
(iii) cent, is a birational morphism isomorphic in codimension 1. 
In the case (i), a general fiber F of the cant, is a Q-Fan0 variety, i.e. - K, is an ample 
Q-Cartier divisor. In the case (ii), the exceptional locus of cant, is a prime divisor and Z has 
also only Q-factorial terminal singularities. In this case, the contraction is called a good 
contraction. In the case (iii), Z has only rational singularities. However, it is not Q-Gorenstein 
any more. This contraction is called a bad contraction. Some examples are given in Reid [ 151. 
There is a following conjecture about bad contractions. 
CONJECTURE Ml. If cp: X + Z is a bad contraction then @tI1o,Oz(tK,) is a finitely 
generated B=algebra. 
If M, is true, then we put 
cp+: X + := Projc,(O~tro,~‘z(rKz)) + Z. 
Then X + is also Q-factorial with only terminal singularities, cp + is isomorphic in codimension 
1, and K,, is f +-ample. The birational mapping X .. + Xc is called an elementary 
transformation or aflip, in short. Note tliat p(X/S) = p(X’/S) = p(Z/S)+ 1. Hence if lM1 is 
true, then we ask whether K,+ is relatively nef or not over S. The next conjecture may be 
reasonable. 
CONJECTURE M2. After afinite number of steps ofpips, we have an algebraic variety X’, 
whose canonical divisor K xs is relatively nef over S or which has an extremal ray of type (i) or (ii). 
DEFINITION. Let f: X + S be a projective surjective morphism from a normal algebraic 
variety X onto an algebraic variety S such that X has only canonical singularities. If K, isf-nef, 
then X/S is called minimal. If S = C, X is called just a minimal model. 
Supposing that M1 and M2 are true, starting from a projective morphismf: X ---) S from a 
nonsingular algebraic variety X, we obtain a birational mapping X . -+ Z over S onto an 
algebraic variety Z with only Q-factorial terminal singularities such that either 
(a) Z has an extremal ray of type (i) over S, or 
(b) Z/S is minimal. 
Given a minimal model X, a theorem of Kawamata [7] asserts the following. 
If IC(K~) = v(K,), i.e., K, is nef and good, then K, is semi-ample. 
Thus he proposes the following conjecture: 
CONJECTURE G. If X is a minimal model, then K, is good. 
This is derived from the following weaker assertion. (see Kawamata [7]) 
If X is a minimal model and K, g 0, then K(X) > 0. 
We understand in this paper that the minimal model conjectures are conjectures Mi, Mz, and 
G. 
(3.3) There is a relation between the invariance of plurigenera and the minimal model 
conjectures. 
CONJECTURE L. Let f: X -+ C be a proper surjecrive morphismfrom a nonsingular algebraic 
variety X onto a nonsingular curve C. If ~(iE,)ri = (X0),,, = (f-‘(O)),, for some point 
0 E C, then 
C(i~I)Pm(ri) 5 pm(Xt) for w m 2 1, 
where P,,, denotes the m-genus and X, a generalfiber off 
To prove L, we may assume that f is a projective morphism and that f is a semistable 
reduction. 
THEOREM 10. Conjecture L is true, ifm = 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, R’f, cx( K,) is locally free for i >= 0. Therefore by base change 
f* e,(X,)OR(O) z HO(X09 WWO~‘,J 
where k(0) denotes the residue field at 0. Thus P&X,) = ho (X0, O;,(K.)@0,J. Under the 
assumption that X0 is reduced, by Lemma 1, 
hO(Xoy ‘,(K,)O ox,) I Etisr)Pq(Fi). 
Combining this, we have C(,,,,p,(Ti) $ p,(X,). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11. Letf: X --) C be as in the situation of Conjecture L. Assume thatf is projective 
and semistable. If Mi and M2 are truefor a varieties which are proper birationally equivalent to 
X and G is true for minimal models which are birationally equivalent to generalfibers off then 
we have 
zti,ljpmtri) S pm(Xt). 
Proof. By M, and Mz, we have a birational mapping II/: X ’ . + Z over S which is a 
composition of good contractions and flips such that 
either (a) Z has an extremal ray of type (i) over S, 
or (b) Z/S is minimal. 
Since $ is a composition of good contractions and flips, Z. is a reduced Cartier divisor. If 
F is a component of X0 which is $-exceptional, then F is contracted by a good contraction 
/.: X’ + Z’. Let A be the proper transform of F, then since -K,. is J.-ample, 
H’(A, o,.(mKx.)@ 0,) = 0 for m $0. 
Furthermore XL (= the fiber of X’ + S over 0) is a reduced Cartier divisor. Hence by 
Lemma 1, Pm(r) = P,(A) 5 h”((T,(mKx,)). Therefore K(F) = -co. 
In case (a), let rp: Z + W be a contraction of type (i) over S. Then -K, is q-ample and 
dim Z, > dim W,. Therefore h”( Zo, Fr(mK,)@ oz,) = 0 for m S- 0. On the other hand, by 
Lemma 1, 
Cti,,)P,(Fi) I hO(Zo, cAmKd@ ~z,) = 0. 
Thus x(iE,)P,,,(Ti) = P,( X,) = 0. In case (b), this is just the case of Theorem 8. Q.E.D. 
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$4. SURFACE CASE 
(4.1) We have a new proof for the invariance of the plurigenera of algebraic surfaces under 
algebraic deformations. 
LEMMA 12. Let F be a nonsingular surface and let D be a nef Cartier divisor on F such that 
aD - K, is ample for some a 2 1. (Then mD is free for m * 0.) Assume that JI := @,,,o is 
birational for m $ 0. Then the image t,+(F) is a nonsingular surface. 
Proof. By the vanishing theorem of Grauert-Riemenschneider, we have Ri$,oF = 0 
for i > 0. Since T:= II/(F) is normal, it has only rational singularities. Especially, T is 
@Gorenstein. Therefore it suffices to prove that ai > 0 for all igl in the following 
ramification formula: 
where ~:(is,,Ei is the exceptional divisor of $. We put A - B = Cyc,)aiEi, where A and B are 
effective divisors without common components. Since - K, is $-ample, B-A is $-ample. 
If B # 0, then (B-A). B 5 B2 < 0. This is a contradiction. Hence ai >= 0 for all ie I. If 
ai = 0 for some iel, then -A. Ei 5 0. This is also a contradiction. Therefore ai > 0 for 
all i E I. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 13. LetJ X --) S be a projective smooth morphism between algebraic varieties and 
dim X = dim S + 2. Then, for all m 2 1, P,(X,) are independent oft ES. 
Proof: We may assume that S is a nonsingular curve. If K, is not f-nef, then we have a 
contraction morphism q: X -+ X1 over S. cp is defined as 0, for some Cartier divisor H on X, 
where @,, is the morphism associated to the following homomorphism 
f%ox(H)-* ox(H). 
Since H - K, is f-ample, by Corollary 4, 
f,c,(H)@k(t) z H’(X,, HIX,) for any tE:S. 
Therefore cp (X, = aH,. By Lemma 12, if cp is a birational morphism, then the morphism 
X, + S is also smooth and p(X/S) > p(X,/S). Therefore we have a birational morphism 
1: X + 2 over S such that 2 is smooth over S and either (a) 2 has an extremal ray of type (i) 
over S, or (b) Z/S is minimal. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11, we can 
prove that P,,, (X,) is independent of t E S. Q.E.D. 
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